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1 Introduction

Investigation of the reactions among light nuclei at ultralow energies (eV -
keV) is of great interest for many reasons. For example, to verify fundamental
symmetries, one should experimentally compare the lengths of neutron and
proton scattering from light nuclei (p, d, t, He, Li) in the indicated energy
region. By now these scattering lengths for protons have only been deduced
by extrapolation of experimental data from the high energy region (~ Me'V)
[1,2]. Investigation of inelastic processes in this energy region, e.g. comparison
of experimental and calculated yields and angular distributions of products
from the radiative capture reactions pd —>3He + 7 and n3He —>4He + 7
may allow to extract information about the contribution of exchange meson
currents [3-7].

Particular interest in low-energy nuclear reactions gives rise to some prob-
lems existing in astrophysics [8, 9]. An example is the observed deficiency in
light elements (except He) in stars and Galaxy as compared with the predic-
tions based on the theory of thermonuclear reactions and generally adopted
star models. It turns out that deuterium burns up in stars at T > 50 eV, and
Li at T > 200 eV [10].

To explain this phenomenon, star models are usually modified on the as-
sumption that the cross sections for nuclear reactions in the astrophysical en-
ergy range (~ keV), deduced by extrapolation from the higher energy range
(~ MeV), do not have any resonances or other anomalies in the ultralow-
energy region. However, it is not impossible that nuclear cross sections in the
low-energy region are of resonance character, which results, in turn, in intense
burn-up of light elements [10].

Investigation of reactions among light nuclei in direct collisions in the en-
ergy region mentioned is practically impossible because of small cross sections
for these processes cr ~ 10~40 -=- 10~4S cm2 [11] (due to Coulomb repulsion be-
tween charged particles, which substantially reduces the probability of their
approach as close as the nuclear force range) and very limited intensity of
accelerated nuclear beams.

A method of investigating strong interactions among light nuclei in the
ultralow-energy range with pulsed radially converged high-intensity ion beams,
generated during liner plasma implosion (formation of a Z-pinch with an inten-
sity of accelerated ion beam higher than 1O20 particles per pulse) was proposed
in [10, 12, 13] and a method of investigating nuclear reactions from the states
of mu-molecuiar resonances H/xHe, H/iLi, H/xBe (H = p,d,t) was proposed
in [10, 14] .

Reactions of nuclear fusion in these charge-nonsymmetrical muonic
complexes1 provide the same astrophysical energy range of nuclear collisions,
namely ~ keV [15-17].

1 Charge-nonsymmetrical muonic complexes are mu-molecules in which one centre is
the nucleus of a hydrogen isotope and the other is the nucleus of an element with
Z > \ (with introduction of this notion, mu-molecules of the hydrogen isotopes
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Figure 1: Mu-atomic, mu-molecular, and nuclear processes, occurring after muon stop
in the D% + 3 He mixture. A,^ is de-excitation rate of d/i-atom; A^ is nuclear
tusion rate in <M/z-molecule. The notation is given in the text.



Analysis of the results obtained by both methods will make it possible,
as we think, to gain unambiguous information on characteristics of nuclear
reactions in the energy range of interest.

Investigation of nuclear fusion reactions in charge-nonsymmetrical muonic
molecules like d/j3i4He, i/f3'4He is itself of interest. To know rate for forma-
tion and de-excitation of these complexes and partial rates for nuclear fusion
reactions in them is necessary not only for correct description of the kinetics
of mu-atomic and mu-molecular processes in mixtures of hydrogen isotopes
but also for the optimum choice of experimental conditions for the effective
muon-catalyzed dt reaction in a mixture of deuterium and tritium.

Besides, the study of nuclear reaction in charge-nonsymmetrical muonic
molecules is a good test for the algorithm of the theoretical calculations of the
rates for the processes in question.

In the present paper we propose a method for obtaining experimental in-
formation on the rates of nuclear fusion reactions in deuterium-helium muonic
molecules. As the population of the states of the molecule with orbital mo-
ments 0 and 1 depends on the mixture density, it becomes possible to extract
data on partial nuclear reaction rates from certain states.

2 Kinetics of processes in the D2 + He mixture

As an example we consider a scheme of processes, occurring in the D2 + 3 He
mixture after negative muons stop in it (see Fig. 1). Muon transfer from
muonic deuterium atoms {d(i) to He nuclei takes place through the formation
of an intermediate mu-molecular complex d/iE.e in the excited state 2pcr (J =
1, J is the orbital moment of the system) 2 [30], which can decay to a He
mu-atom and a deuteron with the rate Xp (predissociation channel) or undergo
a transition to the ground state lscr with emission of meso-X-rays of energy
6.85 keV or an Auger electron (the respective rates of the processes are X-, and
Ae), which is followed by the decay of the molecular complex into the nucleus
of a hydrogen isotope and the muonic atom of He in the Is ground state.3

The scheme of molecular charge exchange of the dfx atom on the He nucleus
is displayed in Fig. 2.

ppfi, pdfi, ddfi, dtp, MA*I Ptp a r e charge-symmetrical).
2The d/xHe system is chosen for the experimental study because, unlike the case with

other charge-nonsymmetrical complex, quite a large number of theoretical papers on inves-
tigations of this complex is now available [18-29].

3Muon transfer from mu-atoms of hydrogen isotopes to He nuclei H(i + He —» Heji +
H (H = p,d,t; He = 3 He,4 He) is strongly suppressed because of no intersections or pseu-
dointersections of the term 2p<r, corresponding to the system of the Hfi+ He type, and the
term of the He/j •+ H system. In the early 1980s, the theoretically predicted [30] molec-
ular mechanism for muon transfer from mu-atoms of hydrogen isotopes to He nuclei was
found experimentally [31]. Late this discovery was experimentally confirmed in a few ex-
periments [32-39] on the investigation of muon transfer from pfx, dfi amd tp. atoms to He
nuclei.
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Figure 2: Scheme of molecular charge exchange of dft atoms on He nuclei.
e0—energy of collision of the dp aTOMa with the 3He nucleus, e10, eoo—binding
energies of the dfiEe molecule in the states (J = 1; v — 0) and (J = 0; v = 0)
(J is the orbital moment of the system, 6 is the oscillation quantum number).



Since the dfiRe complex de-excitation rate is high as compared with its
formation rate, by the rate for muon transfer from the d/j, atom to the He
nucleus is meant the rate for formation of these complexes.

Apart from the above-mentioned decay channels of the mu-molecular com-
plex in the J = 1 state, competing processes are also possible, such as a nuclear
fusion reaction in this complex or its rotational transition to the J = 0 state.

In the J = 0 state, as in the J = 1 state, a nuclear fusion reaction can
proceed in the dfiHe complex with the rate X° or this complex can decay with
the rate \°dec {X°dec — X° + A° + A°) via the above-mentioned three channels.

Now there are two mechanisms [40, 41] that describe the rotational tran-
sition of the dfiRe complex from the J = 1 state to the J = 0 state (as an
example, the 1 —> 0 transition of the dfi3He system by mechanism [40] is
displayed in Fig.l).

According to [40], this transition is due to the external Auger effect in
collisions of the d/iHe complex with D2 molecules. This transition occurs in
two steps:

(a)

)J£ e ] + + He -> [(d/»He)JJ 2e] + He+ (1)

(formation of a neutral helium quasi-atom; the rate of this process, normalized
to the liquid hydrogen density n0 = 4.25 • 1022 cm"3, is Xn — 2 • 1013 s"1);

(b)

D(Da) -» [(^He)+t 2e] + D+(Dj) + e (2)

(the external Auger effect; D and D2 indicate the atom and molecule of deu-
terium; the rate for this process is Ag^ = 8.5 • 1011 s"1).

In [41] another mechanism for the 1 ~+ 0 transition of the d/i3He complex
is considered. It also occurs in two steps:

(a)
f(cfc3He)++ el + D2 -> f(^3He)+t e] D2 (3)

(cluster formation; the rate for this proces, normalized to the atomic density
of liquid hydrogen, is Ac( = 7 • 1013 s"1);

(b)
[(^3He)++ elD2 -> f(^3He)J+ c]D+ + e (4)
L j = i J L 7=0 J

(internal Auger effect; the rate for this transition is AQ^ ~ 1012 s"1).
Since the nuclear reaction in d/j,Ke molecules

d/*3He -» p + a + p + 18.35 MeV (5a)

->s Li/i + 7(16.4 MeV) {5b)



7(1.48 MeV) (6)

may take place both in the J = 1 and J = 0 states, the yield of these reactions
will depend on both the partial rates for nuclear fusion reactions in these
states and on their population at the moment of the reaction occurrence.

The experimentally measured quantity is the effective reaction rate defined
as \e/f = aiXj + aoA°, where <X\ and ao are the populations of the cfyiHe
complex states with J = 1 and J = 0 respectively (these values are determined
by the ratio between the decay rates of the complexes in the states J = 0 and
1 and by the probability of the rotational 1 —• 0 transition).

As to the yield of the 6.85-keV meso-X-rays (the transition of the dftHe -
complex from the 2pcr state to the lscr state), it is determined both by the
partial rates for the radiative decay of the dfiRe complex in the states with
J = 0, 1 (A°,A*) and by the ratio between the rates for the decay of the
mu-complex in these states (A°ec, Ajec) and the effective rate for the rotational
1 —> 0 (Aio) transition.

It follows from what was said, above that measurement of the yields of
products from the fusion reactions in the muonic dfiHe complex and the yield
of mu-X-ray radiation provides an opportunity to obtain experimental infor-
mation on partial rates for fusion reactions and a variety of other character-
istics of these complexes, on partial rates for the radiative transition of dftHe
molecules from the J = 0 and J = 1 states, and on the rate for the rotational
transition between these states. -
• In [20-27) the partial probabilities of different decay channels are calculated

for the d/j,3Ee and dfi4Re complexes and in [18,19, 23, 28-, 29] the nuclear fusion
rates in them are estimated.

Table 1. Theoretical rates for predissociation (Ap) and de-excitation of cfyi3He
and dfi.4He complexes in the J = 1 state due to emission of 6.85-keV
meso-X-ray radiation (A7) or a conversion electron (Ae).

Rate
10" /s"1

i
d/idHe

121,22]
2.77
1.58
0.41

[23]
7.0

124]
5.06

125,261
3.22
1.52

[27]
5.01

d/i"He
[21,22]

1.38
1.74
0.43

[23]
2.4

[24]
1.67

[25,26]
1.2
1.84

Partial rates for the decay of deuterium-helium complexes in the J = 0 states
are calculated only in one paper [21], where they are

A? = 3 .58-10" a"1; A° = U 10" o-1. i ° -S = 0 . 4 7 - 1 0" s-

for the d/x. 3He complex and



u s"1A° = 1.85 • 10 n s"1; A° = 1.94 • 10n s"1; Ae = 0.49 • 10u s

for the dfj, 4He complex.

Table 2. Estimates of rates for fusion reactions in <fyi3He and
molecules in the J = 0 and J = 1 states.

Rate

A^(^ JHe)
A} (dp3 He)-
\°f(dn4Ue) •

Theory
[18]
10'

119]
1011

1011

[23]
3 - 1 0 8

106

128]
3.8 • 10b

[29]
~ 10b

Experiment
138]

< 4 • 10s
[39]

< 6 • 10°

Table 2 lists the theoretical and experimental estimates of the rates for
nuclear fusion reactions in cfyxHe complexes available in the literature now.
It follows from Table 2 that the calculated results for the djx3Ke system are
appreciably different. As to the experimental investigation of these systems,
there are two estimates [38, 39] of the upper limit for the nuclear fusion rate
in the dfj,3Ue molecule, both obtained by the same measurement method.

Though the given estimates (see Tables 1 and 2) of the fusion reaction rates
in charge-nonsymmetrical muonic molecules <i^3'4He are substantially smaller
than their decay rate (practical use of muon-catalyzed nuclear fusion reactions
in the deuterium-helium mixture for power production cannot be considered
seriously), further careful experimental and theoretical investigation of these
systems is nevertheless very important (see Introduction).

3 Measurement method

Experiments are supposed to be carried out at meson factories with gaseous
and cryogenic targets filled with a mixture of deuterium and helium.

3.1 D 2 + 3 He mixture

Experimental information on the
cfyz3He molecule in the J = 1 and
for the radiative decay of this mu-
effective rate for the rotational 1 -
the yields and time distributions
MeV 7 quanta (reaction (5(b)),
yields and time distributions can

partial rates for the fusion reaction in the
J = 0 states (A|, A°), on the partial rates

complex in these states (A ,̂, A°), and on the
-» 0 transition can be obtained by measuring
of 14.7 MeV protons (reaction (5a)), 16.4-
and 6.86-keV meso-X-ray radiation. The
be described by the following expressions:

dt Aj — A
x (e~A2t - e" (7)
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dN\\
dt

dN°x

dt

— IVn^form
A2 — A3

^1 — A3 Ai — A2

... XUx

+

= Nu\Jon

i - A 2

x

Aio —

i — A3 Aj — A

XnXb%f2CdCHe

• +

A2-A3

A2)(Ai - A3)

' - e - ^ 1 :

A2-A3
— A3)

to

(8)

(9)

(10)

(according to [40]); (11)

(12)

Aform —

A3 =

\0 _

+ Ajo + Ao

. + AQ + X t\

A] + Ap;

A°,,Ae

(13)

(14)

(15)

(16)

(17)

(18)

where /VM is the number of muon stops in the D2 + He mixture; Ao is the
free muon decay rate (Ao = 0.455 • 106 s"1); A3He is the rate for the muon
transfer from the d/x atom in the ground state to the 3He nucleus; Cue and
Cd are the atomic concentrations of helium and deuterium in the D2 + 3 He
mixture; ep(7) is the recording efficiency for protons (7 quanta) from fusion

reaction (5); A-/ , Ae , Ap' are the partial rates for the decay of the d/iHe
complex in the J = 1 and J = 0 states respectively; <p is D2 + 3 He mixture
density reduced to the liquid hydrogen density; Ai0 is the effective rate for the
rotational transition 1 —* 0 of the d^3He system; A A K are the partial rates
for nuclear fusion in the d/j,3He system in the J = 1 and J = 0 states with
production of protons and 7 quanta; qXs is the probability for the dfj, atom,
formed in the excited state, to reach the ground state; Wd is the probability
of the direct muon capture by the deuterium atom in the D2 + 3 He mixture
(Wd = (1 + ACHe/(l - Cue))'1, where A=l.7± 0.2 [42] is the ratio between



the probabilities of direct muon capture by the helium and deuterium atoms;
ex is the recording efficiency for 6.85-keV mu-X-ray radiation; A ^ is the rate
for formation of ddfi molecules; /3 is the relative probability of the dd fusion
channel with production of a neutron (fi = 0.58 [43]); u>d is the probability
that muon "sticks" to the 3He nucleus, resulting from the dd fusion reaction
{wd = 0.122 ± 0.003 [43]).

Since XfcJ, Alo ~> Xform, Ao, A^0', A ^ , expressions (7)—(10) take the

following form for times t >• 1/A^°':

^ l (19)

dN°
(20)

di rft di
=• ' - ' A i n A , / \ \

+ —To— r e > yzl>
Adec )

(22)

e-Alt; (23)

^f * ^ A / o r r o ( 7 l 3dt 4
dN° ~ A0

- ~ ~ NXfqWdex^7

dNx _ dN^ dNx
xdt ~ dt + dt

^(X^je-^, (24)

where

^4 — Arfec + Aio- (25)

The total yields of recorded products from the fusion reactions in the
dfj.3He molecule and 6.85-keV mu-X-ray radiation per muon stopped in D2 +
3He mixture are defined as

Nx =



The expressions for yields of dfi3Ee fusion protons and mu-X-ray radiation
per mu-molecular complex e//z3He have the-form:

(28)

(29)

Approximating the time distributions of the 6.85-keV mu-X-ray radiation
by (24), one can find the slope of the exponential Ax and thus, from (13), the
rate of muon transfer from the dy. atom to the 3He nucleus

. J A form Ai — An —

(AJJW, /?, wj are supposed to be known quantities, their values being averages
of the data of a variety of experimental investigations [43, 44]).

To find the desired parameters ^)IPM> ^/,P(->)I ^> K anc* Aio(y) by joint
analysis of the time distributions and yields of products of the fusion reaction
in the dfi?He molecule and 6.85-keV mu-X-ray radiation (see (21), (24), (26),
(27)), it is necessary to carry out a set of experiments with the D2 + 3 He
mixture for three and more appreciably different densities ip.

In the analysis of the experimental data the functions \\o{<p) are used in
the parametric representations in terms of the rates of each of the two steps
of the 1 —* 0 transition of the cfyzHe complex: in terms of An-, Ag^ for the
transition [40] and in terms of Ae/, A^-e for the transition [41] (see (11), (12).

The relative atomic concentration of helium may remain constant in these
experiments. As follows from (11), (12), (21), (24), (26), (27), this analysis
allows one not only to check the validity of one of the two proposed mecha-
nisms for the rotational transition 1 —• 0 of the d/j?He complex, but also to
find the absolute values of the rates for each of the steps of this transition
(An, AS&) [40]; (Aci, A&) [41].

Note that the information on the desired parameters is gained on the
assumption that the values of A^°\ qu, N^, Wd, £p(-y) and ex are known (the
values of \\e(. and A^o are obtained by averaging the data from [20-26]).

A distinctive feature of setting up the experiment in this way is that the
yields and time distributions of protons and meso-X-ray radiation are ap-
proximated by (21), (24), (26), (27) with the real experimental rather than-

10



calculated values of A3He, i.e. with the values corresponding to the particular
experimental conditions [45].

3.2 D2 +
4 He mixture

The scheme of mu-atomic and mu-molecular processes in the D2 +4 He mixture
is similar to that displayed in Fig. 1. The only difference from the D2' 4-3 He
mixture is that muon transfer from d/i atoms to 4He nuclei occurs with the
formation of an intermediate mu-molecular complex [[dfj,4Ke]++ e]+ in which
nuclear reaction (6) is possible.

All reasoning that concerns variation in the rate for the muon transfer from
dfi atoms to 4He nuclei (A?He), the effective rate for the transition of the dfx4He
complex from the excited 2pa state with J = 1 to the state with J = 0, the
partial rates for nuclear fusion reactions \j in the muonic molecule <i//4He,
and the partial rates for the radiative decay of this molecule in the states with
J = 1 and J = 0 (AV0)) is the same as for the experiments with the D2 +

3 He
mixture.

Below we give some recommendation on optimization, making of experi-
ments with the deuterium-helium mixture and point to mistakes in determin-
ing the desired parameters for reasonable collection of statistics with a muon
beam.

4 Discussion of the results

Figures 3 and 4 illustrate the relationships between the 14.7-MeV protons
and 6.85-keV meso-X-ray radiation yields and the D2 +

3 He density, per mu-
molecular complex of d/iEe, obtained by (28) and (29) for two mechanisms
(40, 41] of the rotational transition 1 —• 0 of the d/x3He complex. The following
values were used in the calculations:

A L = 6 • iO" s " 1 , ^ = 1.55 • 10" s"1

—results of averaging the data from [20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26] ;

X°dec = 6 • 1011 s"1 [21]; A° = 1.8 • 1011 s"1 [21];

An = 2 • 1013 s"1 [40]; Ag& - 8.5 • 10u s"1 [40];

A ^ T - l O ^ s - 1 ^ ] ; A& = 10" s-1 [41];

A3V = 2.2 • 108 s"1 [46]; A ^ = 0.04 • 106 a"1 [44]

11
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Figure 3: Proton yield Np from reaction (5a) as a function of the D2 + 3 He
mixture density <p (Gae = 0.1) for two possible mechanisms of the rotational
1 —> 0 transition of the d/j,3He complex: 1—mechanism [40]; 2—mechanism
[41] The probabilities are normalized to one d(j,3He complex formed. The given
relationships are obtained for the partial rates of the fusion reaction in the
d/ti3He molecule \°fp = 106 s_ i ; A}p = 104 s~l.

(the values of A3He and \<tdn for the range of the density tp from 0 to 1 were
assumed to be constant and equal to their corresponding values at the tem-
perature 30 K);

ujd = 0.122 [43]; 0 = 0.58 [43]; CHe = 0.1; Cd = 0.9;

eP = 0.3; ex = 5 • 10"3.

As is evident from Fig. 3 and 4, the given relationships Np(<p) and Nx(v>)
for the mechanisms [40, 41] of the 1 —> 0 transition of the dfi He complex
greatly differ not only in shape but also in absolute value for the same densities
of the D2 + 3 He mixture.

This great different in the yields of products of the fusion reaction in the
dfi3Me complex undoubtedly allows not only the mechanism for the transition

12
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Figure 4: Yield of the 6.85-keV mu-X-ray radiation as a function of the
D2 +

3 He mixture density for different mechanisms of the 1 —> 0 transition
of the d/z3Re system: 1—mechanism [40]; 2—mechanism [41]. The meso-X-
ray radiation yields are normalized to one d/z3He complex formed. The given
relationships are obtained for A* = 1.55 • 1011 s"1; A° = 1.8 • 1011 s"1.

of the mu-molecular compels from the J = 1 state to the J = 0 state to be
unambiguously established but also the partial rates for the radiative decay
of the complex from this states and the rates for each to the two steps of the
mechanism [40, 41] for the 1 —> 0 transition to be found.

To minimize the error in measurement of the desired parameters
Af >, 4°\ (Xn,X

eo%) [40] or (Xch \%e) [41] it is necessary:
(a) to simulate, by the Monte Carlo method, the experimental data (using

formulas (11), (12), (21), (24), (26), (27) and the above values of qj,, Wd,
^d°c> Xdd)i, AJJJJ corresponding to different D2 + 3He mixture densities and
values of the desired parameters;
' (b) to carry out joint x2-ajialysis of the resulting data to choose the op-

timum experimental conditions (to choose at least three D2 +3 He mixture
densities in the range from 0 to 1) corresponding to three exposures to the

13



muon beam.
By now we have carried out a tentative statistical analysis of the yields of

recorded 14.7-MeV protons and 6.85-keV meso-X-ray radiation, calculated by
(26) and (27) (the yield of 7 quanta from reaction (5b) was not included in
the analysis because it was very small as compared with the yield of protons
from reaction (5a): N^/Np ~ 10~4 for the energy of collisions of deuterons
and 3He nuclei 10 keV [47]). The following values of N^, qXs, Wd were used in
calculations:

yVM = 2 • 104 iis'1; qu = 0.75 [48]; Wd = 0.84 [42].

This analysis included variation in the D2 + 3 He mixture density, partial
rates for the nuclear fusion reaction in the cfyx3He molecule {X\v^y ^°TP{T))I
and rates for radiative decay of this molecule from the J = 1 and J = 0 states
(A^, A°) providing that the total data taking time in three exposures is 600
hours. The values of the rates (An, Ag^J and (Ac/, AJJjJ were fixed and equal
to their values given above.

In this analysis, minimization of the errors of the desired parameters would
mean a search for experimental conditions under which the sum of relative
errors squared of each of the desired parameters would be the smallest.

The results of the analysis show that the situation with the determination
of the partial rates for fusion in the d/z3He molecule and of their errors is
different for two hypotheses of the 1 —> 0 transition of this complex. For
example, if the 1 —> 0 transition mechanism [40] takes place, three exposures
with the D2 + 3 He mixture (<p — 0.01; 0.5; 1.0) provide a possibility of finding
the rates for nuclear fusion in the dp3 He molecule in the J = 1 and J = 0
states with indication of their errors for the absolute values of the quantities
in question differing by two-three orders of magnitude (in this case A° p is
105-106 s-1) 4 :

<SAo ~ 4%, Sxi ~ 15% at A°,D = 106 s"1 and A1,. = 104 s"1:
f,P ' f-p J'" J'"

1

8xo = 12%, 5xi ~ 35% at X°fp = 105 s"1 and A}p = 103 s"1;

^Ao ~ 5 % , Sxi ~ 4 5 % at A0,, = 106 s"1 and A}p = 103 s"1.
!,p f,p J'y J'y

If the 1 -+ 0 transition takes place through the mechanism [41], the possi-
bility of determining the rates for fusion reactions in the d/i3He molecule with
indication of errors is considerably reduced as compared with the case [40]:

Sxo ~ 5%, S v ~ 70% at A0,. = 106 s"1 and X). = 104 s"1:
f , p f , p liV J>F

6xo ~ 10%, 6xx > 100% at A°f. = 10s s"1 and A1, = 103 s"1:
f,p f,p J '? J >?

4This range of A°p values corresponds to the results of recent calculations [28, 29].

14



5xo ~ 6%, Sxl > 100% at X°f. = 106 s'1 and A1,. = 103 s"1.
f,p f,p - J tV J >? .

In this case the densities of the D2 +
3 He mixture are ip = 0.001, 0.5, 1.0.

As to the errors in determination of the partial rates for the radiative decay
of d/iHe complexes in the J = 1 and J = 0 states, they are as large as 10-20%
for the two hypotheses of the 1 —* 0 transition [40, 41].

This reasoning is valid right for our chosen setting-up of the experiment:
the total data taking time is 600 h, the variation range of the deuterium-
helium density ip is from 0 to 1.

Under these conditions the lower bounds for the measured rates of fusion
reactions in d/iKe molecules are ~ 103 s"1.

Note that if the difference between the fusion rates in the J = 0 and J = 1
states exceeds three orders of magnitude (for A°p ~ 10s s"1), the information
on value of Ay p can be obtained in an additional experiment with the mixture
density ip « 2-10"4 (if the 1 -+ 0 transition occurs through the mechanism [40])
and <p w 5 • 10~6 (if the rotational transition occurs through the mechanism

])
At present an experiment with this low density of the D2 + He density

{ip ss 5 • 10~6) is technically impossible.
Finally, we point out that the planned experiment on the investigation of

charge-nonsymmetrical complexes like d/xHe must involve at least three muon
beam exposures with the D2 + 3 He mixture densities (p = 0.005, 0.5, 1.0.
Only after analyzing the results of this experiment one will be able to reveal
the actual mechanism for the 1 —>• 0 transition of the cfyt3He complex and
to choose, if necessary, the proper conditions for additional experiments on
gaining unambiguous information on the desired parameters.

This information is essential not only for correct description of the kinetics
of muonic processes in the deuterium-helium mixture but also for correct
comparison of the experimental and calculated data.

With the above kinetics of processes in the deuterium-helium mixture, the
experimental upper bound for the fusion reaction rate in the d/j?H.e molecule
\/:P(d/j.3Ee) < 6 • 105 c"1 [39], is the limit estimation of the effective nuclear fu-
sion rate in a deuterium-helium molecule. Therefore, according to expressions
(11), (12), (28), (29), the upper limits of the X°fp for two feasible 1 -* 0 transi-
tion mechanisms are: \°p < 1 • 107 s"1 (mechanism [40]) and A° < 1.2-106 s""1

(mechanism [41]).
The authors are sincerely thankful to N.P.Popov for helpful discussions.
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